
Chapter 4 Exam

What this Exam Covers

• Chapter 3, 9, and 10 from the Litvin Textbook
• Part 1 & 2 from GridWorld Case Study Student Manual
• All Chapter 4 Assignments, especially Fraction class. 

What to Study

From the Strings Unit (Chapter 10 in the textbook):  

• Know how to use the required String methods to create, acccess, and build String objects.  For 
a list of required String methods, refer to 10-4 (page 270) in the textbook.

• Know how to convert Strings into numbers.

From the GridWorld Case Study:  

• Review the Student Manual part 1 & 2.  Know how to modify the Bug class by writing a class 
that extends Bug.  You will provided with the Bug class as reference, just like in the AP Exam.

From the Java Methods Textbook and our Assignments:  

OOP Programming Basics:  There will be questions that ask you to write code.  Make sure you 
understand how to do the following basics:

• Given the constructor of class, create an object of that class / instantiate that class / make an 
instance of that class

• Given a method declaration, call the method, sending it the correct parameters (if any) and 
handling returned data (if any). 

• What are the style rules for naming classes?  What are the special rules around naming 
constructors? 

Terms to Know:  The following are a list of Object Oriented Programming terms & Java keywords.  You 
should know what they mean and, if they refer to a programming structure in Java, know how to use / 
create them in Java.

• Driver Class
• Instance Variables
• Methods
• Parameters
• Overloading Methods
• void (keyword)
• return (keyword)



• extends (keyword)
• new (keyword)
• this (keyword)

Special Methods:

• Constructor Method
• Accessor Method
• Mutator Method
• Helper Method
• toString Method
• main Method

Object Oriented Concepts:

• What is the difference between a class and an object? (3.3)
• What are the advantages of OOP? 
• How does OOP make more robust computer programs?
• In OOP, what represents the state and behavior of objects in a class? 
• What is the difference between public vs. private methods and variables?  Why are some 

methods public?  Why are instance variables private? (9.2)
• What is the difference between static vs. non-static methods and variables?  Why might you 

want to makes something static?  Why might you want to make something non-static? (9.11)


